Faculty Personnel Committee Membership
(2021-2022)

**President - Voting Member**
Karol Mason

**Provost - Voting Member**
Yi Li

**Deans - Voting Members**
Elsa-Sofia Morote [GRAD]
Anthony Carpi [OAR]
Dara Byrne [U-GRAD]

**Department Chairs- Voting Members: 23**

- Teresa Booker [AFR]
- Benjamin Bierman [AMU]
- Edward Snajdr [ANT]
- Evan Mandery [CRJ]
- Katherine Stavrianopoulos [CSL]
- Seth Baummin [CTA]
- Katie Gentile [DIS]
- Geert Dhondt [ECO]
- Jay Gates [ENG]
- Michael Pfeifer [HIS]
- Jeffrey Kroessler [LIB]
- Jose Luis Morin [LLS]

- Maria Haberfeld [LPS]
- Vicente Lecuna [MLL]
- Aftab Ahmad [MTH]
- Warren Eller [PAD]
- Jonathan Jacobs [PHI]
- Andrew Sidman [POL]
- Daryl Wout [PSY]
- Shu Yuan [Demi] Cheng [SCI]
- Monika Son [SEEK]
- Robert McCrie [SFEM]
- Robert Garot [SOC]

*HPE does not have a department chair or full-time faculty*

**Faculty At-Large Voting Members: 3**
Heath Brown [PAD]
Monica Varsanyi [POL]
Schevaletta Alford [SEEK]

**Alternates (votes in absence of a Voting Member): 3**
Jean Mills [ENG]
Arbour Brian [POL]
Gail Garfield [SOC]
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